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Price: 995,000€  Ref: ES141037

Villa

Cortes De La Frontera

3

2

246m² Build Size

12,100m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

This lovely finca style in Cortes de la Frontera offers the perfect combination of size,

quality, tranquility and much more only kilometers inland from the busy coast. Take flight

from your home town in northern Europe and arrive to your own hideaway. Get

immerged in nature, enjoy it from the promenade of your terraces enjoying the views to

two Natural Parks. Property with its own stables for 10 horses, sufficient space for them

to exercise, have your own kennel. Or just write your memoirs for the future with any

distractions. Possibilities are endless. Open views to the valley from the large ...(Ask for

More Details!)
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This lovely finca style in Cortes de la Frontera offers the perfect combination of size, quality, tranquility and

much more only kilometers inland from the busy coast. Take flight from your home town in northern Europe

and arrive to your own hideaway. Get immerged in nature, enjoy it from the promenade of your terraces

enjoying the views to two Natural Parks. Property with its own stables for 10 horses, sufficient space for them

to exercise, have your own kennel. Or just write your memoirs for the future with any distractions. Possibilities

are endless. Open views to the valley from the large terrace. Large covered BBQ area with everything you

need. Large pool. Perfectly maintained home. And only a short distance to town.
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